The Creighton Students Union Representative Meeting
March 31st, 2008

Minutes

Voting Members Present: Rajeev Ancahn, Divine Shelton, Dan O’ Brien, Will Nester, Adam Hare, Sam Pierre, Dan Belatti, Cara Thorn, Shannon Melton, Emily Schmidt, Brittany Mascio, Seth Rich, Sarah McInerney, Kellie Webber, Todd Gaffney, Andrew Christiansen, Anne Peetz, Braxon Black, Nick Kohlmeyer, Lindsay Kerfeld, Molly Gosmire,

Non Voting Members Present: Micah White, Campbell Faulkner, Dillon Miskimins, Jenna Rae Vercillo, Michele Starzyk

I. Opening Ceremonies
   a. Call to order: 5:16 pm
   b. Invocation: Fr. Kestermeier
   c. Roll Call

II. Approval of Minutes from March 17th, 2008

III. Executive Reports:
   a. President: Micah White
      i. Visitors: CSU has observers
      ii. All University Committee Applications:
          1. The applications are out and please apply. Micah will be appointing the representatives soon. They have a profound effect to alter the course of the University. It is a unique opportunity. Year round, and you have to serve the entire 2008-2009 terms.
      iii. NJSLC 2008:
          1. The 2008 conference will be at Seattle U and included all 28 Jesuit School. Dillon is budgeting and trying to decide how many reps will go. Applications are available and turn those into Micah. It is from July 30th to August 3rd. The applications are due April 7th.
      iv. Undergraduate Government Funding:
          1. Undergraduate Government College’s leadership is in discussion with Micah to redo some of the way that the funding process works. Micah is writing the policy and procedure changes for Thursday Executive Meeting.
   b. Vice President of Student Affairs: Campbell Faulkner
      i. RFK Award:
1. Committee has met and Decision has been made

c. Vice President of Finance: Dillon Miskimins
   i. Sales Tax:
      1. We are now registered with the Nebraska State Sales Tax
         commission and will be able to take care of that.
   ii. Budget:
      1. It will be created by next week.
   iii. Sports Club Legislation:
      1. The legislation has been written and it will be going out soon.

d. Vice President of Programming: Jenna Rae Vercillo
   i. Village Point Movie Night:
      1. Just a time to head to the movies on 6:30, returning at 9:15.
   ii. Concert April 18th:
      1. The ticketing this year is more complicated due to the venue size.
         It is featuring the Spill Canvas and Play Radio Play. There is a 4-
         ticket system; light and dark blue is guaranteed ticket before 7:30.
         Dark Green is student and light Green is guest, but the guest ticket
         is not guaranteed.
      2. Jenna would like the Representatives help in selling tickets. We
         would like you to sell as many as possible.
   iii. David Coleman:
      1. Wednesday at 6:30 is David Coleman, there is a 250 capacity.

IV. Representative Committee Reports:

a. Marketing:
   CSU for You Update
   T-Shirts

b. Student Life and Policy:
   The Smoking resolution is to aide and help the policy, but appropriateness is still
   being considered.
   Tomorrow at 5:30 the student life committee is meeting with a nutritionist to talk
   about what the goals an expectations of the students as.
   The Student Life Committee is doing the best things possible to try and work with
   the administration and the students as to how and why things will work.

c. Traditions and Development:
   The Committee is asking to see if Reinert Library commons area can be opened
   up for 24-hour card access. The committee would just like to see the increase in
card access. Large proportion of upperclassman and professional students will then be able to study on campus until late. Working to try and find out information on interlibrary loans. Investigating how the cost of interlibrary loans might be mitigated.

d. Community Outreach:
   Trying to find out what exactly the committee is trying to do. The rock the vote idea is excellent and trying to provide for some civic commitment. Try and somehow host a debate to make the PR and better the student’s knowledge of candidates. Attempt to bring in big names characters to produce some large-scale student interest.

I. Announcements:
e. The Greek week festivities are open and Rosenblatt is rented out partly for the Baseball Game.
f. Speaker who is Jesuit and is talking on Jesuit values and ahs published a book on leadership.

Adjourned: 6:03